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PREFACE

This report concludes our study of financial failures in multifamily

subsidized housing projects built under the 22l(d)(3) and 236 programs

with a synthesis of the conclusions spelled out at length in previous

reports and recommendations for future actions. The problems of failure

in subsidized housing programs are complex and intractable. No simple

solutions are likely to be found. Nevertheless, the need for adequate

housing for low and moderate income families, which is the purpose of

these Federal government programs, will not disappear, nor will the desire

of the construction industry to build them. In one form or another,

efforts will continue to be made to provide standard quality housing for

those unable to afford what the private market will supply. The programs

covered in this evaluation represent one strategy toward that objective.

The fact that the evaluation has been done during a moratorium on most

of those programs that has continued through a dramatic downturn in nation

al construction activity, reflects a pervasive sense of dissatisfaction

with the programs' performances. Therefore, this report not only consi

ders specific factors that might affect program performance, but also
looks at the strategies themselves as they are manifested in the experience

of projects. While any operating agency must struggle to deal with the

continuing problems of proper management, from time to time basic questions

of viability of programs must also be asked. For HUD, this may be such
a time.

No study such as this one can be effectively done without the cooper

ation and assistance of many people. We want to thank the directors and

staff of the HUD Area and Insuring Offices for their direct help in the

case studies and responses to the findings of the reports. Sponsors,

developers, builders, managers and tenants gave their time and insights

for our interviews. The staff of the Region IX Office of Evaluation,

especially Peter Clute, Vicki Elmer, Judy r~orton and Conrad Egan, have

"

"
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been supportive and rich in creative suggestions for improvement. Roger 
Montgomery and Chester McGuire read and made helpful comments on the 
case studi es. j~orma Montgomery typed the reports wi th her customary 
speed and high quality and Joan Collignon supervised production. This 
final report is based on the work of all BPA staff who have participated 
in this study -- Frederick Collignon, Richard Dodson, Dennis Keating, 
Elizabeth O'Hara and Thomas Vitek. Responsibility for the judgments and 
conclusions in this report remains with the author. 



I. SOURCES OF FINAI~CIAl FAILURE W nULTIFAMIlY


SUBSIDIZED HOUSING


Why do projects fail? The question is perplexing to anyone who has 
looked carefully at two projects, located in the same area, similar in 
design and construction, occupied originally by similar families, yet, 
after only a few years, dramatically different in physical condition, 

social behavior and financial viability. One is a good residential envir
onment, the other is dilapidated and half-empty. Everyone involved, from 
tenants to mortgage bankers to Federal officials, has explanations and 
proposals. But none of the explanations can account adequately for the 
failures, and every proposal draws opposition from other participants in 
the complicated business of providing subsidized housing. The only indis
putable fact is that increasing numbers of projects continue to default 
and are foreclosed. Over 20% of the three-quarters of a million units of 
Federally insured subsidized 221(d)(3) and 236 multifamily housing in the 
U.S. are in projects that have defaulted on mortgage payments at some time. 
More will fail in the future. 

When a social phenomenon occurs at this scale, it presents severe 
problems of understanding and interpretation. Since failure is so wide
spread, it seems almost certain that there must be pervasive causal factors 
at work to explain its incidence. By comparing projects that fail with 
others that do not, we should be able to identify the predominant causes 
and move to remedy them. But, paradoxically, if the phenomenon is wide
spread, it may also be due to structural characteristics of the programs 
and the economy and society in which they function. These characteristics 
make up the framework in which ~ projects function, successes and fail 
ures alike. They may reflect conditions in which some proportion of pro
jects are likely to fail, probablistically, with little possibility of 
determining ahead of time exactly which projects will fail. An analogy 
here might be automobile accidents, the causes of which are so deeply 
enmeshed in a motorized society as to be virtually inseparable from that 
society itself. To analyze the structural "causes" of housing failure is 
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alternative structural conditions within the U.S. We may imagine the 
affect of alternative structures, as a fish might imagine life on dry land, 
but we do not have the resources to experience or measure them. 

Most program evaluations proceed as though the first condition holds 
true; that cause and effect relationships are identifiable and measurable 
within the range of information that can be gathered. But if the problem 
we face is structural as well as behavioral, understanding and evaluation 
must inevitably go beyond the relationships revealed by empirical analysis, 
to interpret them in ways that can ultimately be accepted or rejected only 
through judgment. An axiom of cost-benefit analysis states that changes in 

the fundamental value and social structures of a system cannot be subjected 
to a cost-benefit calculus, for there is no continuing basis for valuing 
before and after the change. Nevertheless, such choices as nation moder
nization are made. Similarly, a social problem whose causes are structural 
cannot be analytically and empirically explained in terms of factors within 
the structure. Nevertheless, it can be discussed; arguments about struc
t~ral characteristics can be developed; and decisions will be made. 

It is our contention that, in large part, the "causes" of financial 
failure in multifamily housing are structural. They are inherent in the 
strategies for providing adequate housing in this society for people who 
could not otherwise afford it, and in the economic, social and institutional 
structures through which those strategies are played out. This is not to 
say that nothing can be done. In the first place, structural characteristics 
are not all equally important or necessarily unchangeable. Some institutions 

can be changed and new ones can be invented. Second, some part of failure 
can be attributed to factors that do vary systematically within the housing 

system as it now exists. These variables can be addressed incrementally 

with some prospect of success. I~evertheless, we should not be blind to the 
possibility that financial failure of a substantial proportion of subsidized 
projects is inherently likely in the present framework, and that it may be 

expected to continue and even accelerate in future. 
Because of the difficulty of establishing a quantitative, empirical 

basis for discussion of structural causes of failure, the remainder of this 
section is divided into two parts. The first part recapitulates in summary 
the findings of earlier reports focusing on the effort to isolate specific 
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cause-effect relationships from statistical analyses and case studies. 
The second part sets out arguments about the framework within which subsi
dized housing programs have operated in the U.S. and discusses alternative 
strategies for its provision. It is intended to provide a strategic con
ception within which the detailed results can be interpreted. 

Factors Associated with Financial Failure 

Specific factors identified in the case studies and statistical analy
sis are the focus of this section. They have been described in detail in 
previous reports and will be reviewed here in summary. The discussion is 
organized according to the classification of variables used throughout the 
comparative statistical analysis of the project sample. The judgment that 
a variable is associated with failure is based on its statistical relation
ship with alternative failure measures, both singly and in conjunction with 
other variables, and on the assessments derived during the case studies. 

General Findings. Before we review the effects of specific factors, 
some general findings should be discussed. The striking result of these 
analyses, and a principal reason why we believe structural causes to be 
important, is the absence of strong statistical relationships with failure 
for individual factors or clusters of them in combination. Even when we 
make allowance for data problems and the fact that the variable to be ex
plained, failure, is dichotomous, the correlations are generally quite weak. 
However, in some cases moderate but consistent relationships were observed. 
These variables are the building blocks for models of failure and appear to 
be weakly additive in effect when simultaneously related to failure. 

Besides looking for explanatory or causal variables, the analysis also 
sought to compare their effects on different types of projects, distinguished 

by sponsorship and regional location. Substantial differences emerged, both 
in the significance of variables and their degree of influence in different 
subsamples. Generally, the ability of the statistical models to predict 
failure was stronger for the subsample of non-profit sponsored projects than 
for limited dividends. In part, this might be a statistical artifact related 

to the higher incidence of failure in the former group. However, the case 
studies also suggest strongly that limited dividend sponsors have greater 
financial resources to resist-failure and a strong tax related motive to 
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high levels of negative cash flow among limited dividend projects, for example,
suggests that variables that might be significant for failure can occur
extensively among those that have not (yet) failed. The statistical data
provided little information on this question. A few significant variables
were clearly different between the two samples. They are discussed in the
specific findings below.

The second distinguishing category employed was location by region, the
618 project statistical sample being drawn from Section 22l(d)(3) and 236

projects in Federal Regions III (Philadelphia), VI (Houston) and IX (San
Francisco). Again, substantial differences were found, but could not be
checked against case studies because our budget limited cases to Region IX.
However, they are consistent with the perceptions of regional HUD officials.
Two results are worth noting. First, the regions differed strongly in the
degree to which the models were able to explain failure. Regions III and
IX exhibited a relatively high degree of explanation; Region VI was always
lower. Furthermore, the relative significance of variables differed among
regions. The performance of models at the regional level was everywhere
superior to their equivalents using the total sample. We conclude that in
addition to broad structural factors in the program, there are factors at
the regional level that cause differences in performance. This finding is
consistent with the conclusions of the most extensive study of mortgage fail-

*ure in the private market.

Indicators of Financial Difficulty. Although indicators of financial
difficulty are not, properly speaking, contributing factors to failure, they
are important in two respects. First, direct symptoms of difficulty, such

as negative cash flow, may be leading indicators for default and foreclosure

and assignment, the measures of failure used in this analysis. As such,
they are important as potential means for monitoring the onset of failure.
Second, symptoms of difficulty that are also attempts to respond, such as
modification of principal payments or waivers of payments to replacement
reserve, are significant as indicators of the effectiveness of current reme
dies.

*See John P. Herzog and James S. Earley, Home Mortgage Foreclosure and
Delinguency. New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1970, pp. 52ff.
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Among both groups of variables, the degree of association with ultimate
financial failure is substantial, but not overwhelming. Responses to finan
cial problems appeared to correlate much more strongly than direct indica
tors such as negative cash flow. Although failed projects have negative
cash flows, so do many others, so many in fact that interpretation of nega
tive cash flow as the leading indicator would suggest that the program faced

much future failure at the time of data collection in 1973. Since that time,
this possibility has been realized.

Two conclusions can be drawn from these results. First, difficulty
indicators may be very useful as means for monitoring performance and anti
cipating the near-term onset of failure. Second, the high correlation of
responses to difficulty with eventual failure suggests that the responses
are insufficient and applied too late, tending to postpone failure rather
than prevent it.

Locational Environment. Three types of variables comprise this group
ing: location of a project within a metropolitan area, i.e., urban core,
ring or suburban; the characteristics of its neighborhood, including physi
cal attractiveness, safety, and whether it is an urban renewal area; and the
location of the project in relation to other potentially competing conven
tional or subsidized housing projects. All have been hypothesized to be
important contributors to failure, and all are well established before fail
ure occurs.

Statistical analysis revealed strong relationships with only a few of
these variables. The quality of physical environment and neighborhood
safety correlated negatively with failure, especially for limited dividend
projects. These variables were also generally significant when other factors
were simultaneously accounted for. The effects of other locational charac
teristics, such as intrametropolitan location or competing projects, were
either undetectable or marginally converse to expectations. Case studies
throw some light on these surprising results, especially for intrametropol
itan location. Although a large proportion of projects have suburban loca
tions, it is clear that a site in the suburbs does not necessarily mean a

*pleasant or favorable location. Repeatedly, we encountered projects built

* Subsequent work by the HUn San Francisco Region IX Office of Evalua
tion indicates that much finer locational effects are important to the
success of rehabilitation projects.
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transportation and with poor physical environments. Many expanding metro
politan areas have such enclaves within their suburban rings; often they are 
also the scene of widespread single-family mortgage failure and abandon
ment. Such areas are surely the easiest place to locate minority people 
and subsidized housing without opposition and they have much undeveloped 
land that can be inflated in value. Their attractiveness to the eventual 

residents is another matter. A suburban dream, they are not. 

Social Characteristics and Problems. Under this heading, we include 
variables that are indices of a project's social integration and function
ing. Not included are the social class, demographic or ethnic makeup of the 
residents, which are considered separately below. Rather, we are concerned 
with indicators of behavior and performance, the social climate. This is 
difficult to measure but very important. A successful project depends to 
an extraordinary degree upon implicit cooperation among tenants and between 
tenants and managers. The difficulty of conceptualizing and finding varia
bles that describe social functioning is compounded by uncertainty as to 
their causal role in failure. Most of the statistical social variables on 
failing projects refer to a condition at the time of data collection. In 
many cases, we do not know whether any particular variable had been present 
before failure occurred, whether it was in fact a cause or an effect. How
ever, if there is no significant relationship, we may reasonably infer that 
a variable was neither. 

Among the statistical variables, vandalism and vacancies (the latter 
indicating tenant dissatisfaction), were among the most significant factors 
to emerge from the analysis. Whether cause or effect, and the dynamics of 

failure suggest that they are both, these factors playa major role in a 
project1s demise. Not included in the statistical data, but strongly evident 

in the case studies are the compounding effects of tenant hostility, crime 
and delinquency. If management evicts troublemakers in an effort to rees
tablish control without building genuine community, it can do so only at 
high costs in rent loss, damage to vacant apartments and employment of 
security forces. All this may be to no purpose if the only tenants who can 
be attracted are essentially similar to those who left. 

These problems are intensified by the lack of social services and 
recreation, especially in remote projects. No money was left in project 
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budgets for social services -- day care, play supervlslon, boys' clubs, 
youth and adult physical recreation, adult education, employment and health 
services. Most limited dividend sponsors and some non-profit sponsors 
simply do not want to be burdened with additional costs for facilities and 
services. The programs do not require them and sponsors argue that services 
are the responsibility of others, especially local governments, housing 
being enough of a headache in its own right. 

Yet, many subsidized projects, especially those with rent supplement 
leased housing (Section 23) have concentrations of low income families with 
children who especially need facilities and services. In the case studies, 
the reduced level of vandalism associated with services for teenagers and a 
high level of community was striking. These needs are recognized, for dif
ferent reasons, in projects for the elderly. Services for the young may be 
more costly but no less necessary in marginal projects. 

Project Design and Physical Characteristics. Statistical analysis of 
the project sample revealed little or no systematic relationship between 
financial failure and variables measuring population or dwelling unit den
sity, project scale and design. And although the case studies did suggest 
that poorly conceived project designs can exacerbate problems of operation, 
maintenance, vandalism and security in projects, we cannot assign to design 
in the cases studied the dominant role in the social functioning of high and 
low-rise housing suggested by Oscar Newman and others. r~ost disturbing 
among the design variables is the general lack of open space and facilities 
for children and juveniles' recreation. The reluctance of developers to see 

recreation as part of the task of housing is understandable -- it costs a 
great deal yet the evidence in these cases suggests that lack of recrea
tion will raise maintenance costs in a low or moderate income family project 
as surely as if the builder left the roofs off. The cost tradeoffs involved 
need to be investigated in more detail. Clearly, physical facilities alone 
are not necessarily enough. But they are necessary. 

On the other hand, both statistical analysis and case studies indica
ted that the quality of construction was indeed important. Serious con
struction defects, coming to light in the first years of a project's opera
tion, may well tip it into permanent financial crisis. Although contractors 
can be held accountable for latent defects in the construction of projects 
revealed in the HUD nine-month and twelve-month inspections, the needed 
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a lengthy and expensive process for projects already financially in trouble. 

Others go bankrupt and cannot be collected from in any way. Expenses caused 
by construction problems, like those due to natural or human disasters, can 
push a marginal project into financial failure. 

Characteristics of Tenants. In the project sample, the information on 
tenant composition was quite limited. No data was available on family size, 
age composition or income. Thus, our conclusions are based on the case 
studies and other supplementary information. 

Fundamentally, we believe that the effects of tenant composition in 
subsidized multifamily housing is essentially no different than it is in any 
sort of housing for low income people. The eligible populations for subsi
dized housing are poor, which means not only that they have low or moderate 
incomes, but that they also have few resources to tide them over the hard 
times of unemployment or other crises that can interrupt their income. 
Their variability in income affects their ability to pay the rent regularly 
and on time. Many families are on public assistance, which smooths out the 
variation, but the amount is low and always needed for other basics of life. 
Rent does not always have the highest priority. The high incidence of 
large families means that subsidized projects, with the exception of those 
for the elderly, will have a higher than average density of children seeking 
outlets for their energy in constructive or destructive ways. Where these 
children are members of single-parent households, the task of adequate super
vision may prove too much. In a general atmosphere of social breakdown, 
characterized by crime and drugs, people are disposed to act in short-range, 

selfish and socially destructive ways. For juveniles lacking the mobility 
that is characteristic of families of medium and high income, their world 

consists of the immediate area in which they live; it is that immediate 
environment, the project, that must absorb the impact of their presence and 
too often the high costs of wear and tear and vandalism that ensue. 

It is difficult to deal with tenant characteristics separately from 
those describing projects' social performance. People's behavior is inti 
mately bound up with the social environment in which they find themselves 
as well as their own personal values, life-cycle stage or resources. Inso
far as projects are occupied by large families~ often with single parents, 
there are bound to be heavy demands on apartments and surroundings. Poverty 
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does not lessen these demands. On the contrary, to the degree that poor
families are unable to provide other outlets or resources, their dependence
on the social system is the greater. A striking characteristic of "good"
low income housing both in the U.S. and elsewhere is t~e degree to which it
exhibits a strong sense of community and social cohesi)n among its occupants.

There is no doubt that subsidized housing attracts its share and more
of difficult tenants. By and large, in failing projects they are apathetic

or downright hostile, with costly results. Yet, we observed cases in which
vandalism and antisocial behavior were virtually absent, and that achieve
ment was not necessarily gained by excluding risky tenants or employing

large security forces. Unfortunately, the ability to genera~e a supportive
social environment seems to be beyond our capacity in most instances. If
tenants could realize more than just shelter in a subsidized project, the
results might be very different. There has been much controversy over the
issues of tenant participation. It presents a threat to management control
and has led in some instances to acrimonious stalemate. Perhaps the wounds
are too deep and the patterns of antisocial behavior by some part of the
population are unbreakable. But the cost of housing that is not truly a
concern on the part of its inhabitants will eventually be too high to bear,
if it is not so already. Ultimately, the only way to a decent living envi
ronment for low income people seems to be the creation of a social situation
that is mutually supportive rather than alienating and destructive.

Ownership and Financial Characteristics. The implications of the
structure of incentives for performance are clearest among lending insti
tutions and owners of subsidized multifamily housing. Too often, in the
cases studied, owners and sponsors had only limited engagement with failing
projects. Non-profit owners have essentially no equity interest in pro
jects; though their commitment of seed money may have represented a finan
cial sacrifice, it was seen as a contribution rather than an investment.
Despite HUD's screening efforts, which were necessarily limited by the
difficulty of finding appropriate indicators of capacity, sponsors appear
to have taken on projects with little real understanding either of housing
or of the resource and human demands that were likely to occur. In some
cases, the people in charge, though committed, were inexperienced, backed
by no organization and unable to learn fast enough; in other cases, the
organization was large, but thinly spread and constantly changing person-
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ne1. HUD staff literally never dealt with the same person more than once 
or twice. 

Limited dividend sponsors have a larger equity. but in compariso~ with 
conventional housing it is frankly negligible. Despite individual C0~cern 

for housing. the main consideration is the tax shelter provided by d~precia
tion. Since tax savings are threatened with recapture if foreclosure occurs 
before ten years of o~nership are over, the general partners may be pres
suredto.take an active interest in project operations. In some cases 
studied in detail. this happened less often than not. In others, general 

partners appear to have milked projects for cash. Since HUD has been reluc
tant to follow through on foreclosure. limited partners continue to enjoy tax 

shelters on failing projects whether rescue attempts are made or not. 
Even if a project is foreclosed. there is some question as to the vigilance 
with which IRS will seek to recapture excess tax savings. Finally. although 
the combination of sponsorship. development and construction in a single 
entity statistically reduces the chances of failure, it allows owners to 
recapture very quickly their investment through profits on land. (confirmed 
by HUD audit). design and architects' fees, and construction. When a pro
ject cannot meet its obligations. they bailout. 

Mortgage institutions. protected from risk. have similar disinc~"tives 

to active responsibility. Private mortgages have their investments insured 
by HUD and risk only lost interest and inconvenience. Commercial ba~ks 

usually cease to be involved after final endorsement,when the mortg~we is 
typically sold to FNMA. The vigilance of FNMA is not necessarily un~easing. 

While its inspections and reports are accurate, they seem also to come too 
late. Since FNMA has purchased mortgages at a discount. its incentive to 
hold onto mortgages when default occurs is defined only by the costs ·;nvo1

ved in foreclosure and social obligation. Altogether. the absence of sub
stantial financial risks, originally an incentive for participation. leads 
to a situation in which financial principals have little to protect. They 
behave accordingly.· 

Ownership is also the source of other problems. Nonprofit sponsors 
do indeed tend to be inexperienced in the ope-atidn of housing. Despite 

their good intentions they are not necessaril.l in tune with their tenants. 
The consultants who assist sponsors during development have little or no 
counterparts during operation. In addition, consultants are not always 
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effective or honest. However, when other variables, especially their tar

get areas and populations, are taken into account, the degree to which 

nonprofit ownership is related to failure is lessened. 

Limited dividend owners do not necessarily behave as though to pro

tect their investments. Notably more effective were those combining identity 

of ownership and management. Some owners have been ineffectual or negli 

gent in the selection of project managers; others appear to have simply 

made off with project funds. While often pointed to as possessing superior 

and "hard-nosed" management capabil it i es, 1imited di vi dend sponsors comi ng 

from a background in the conventional apartment market by no means under

stand or sympathize with the populations that they are expected to house in 

subsidized projects. Their conception of what is properly included in the 

housing package may not be appropriate to the needs and dynamics of that 

population. In fact, only among limited dividend owners was prior exper

ience in the program related to success. The prospect that limited dividend 

owners will pullout wholesale once the minimum time for tax shelter recovery 

arrives is both real and potentially serious for those projects that are not 

clearly good investments. 

Financial variables were extensively analyzed for the statistical 

sample. Factors such as the percentage of costs accounted for by land, 

administration, taxes and operating costs correlated negligibly or not at 

all with failure. Although a number of case studies confirmed the HUD 

Auditor's Office findings that land prices have been locally inflated with 

windfall gains to investors, no general pattern of excessive land shares 

in cost could be associated with failure. Excessive local real estate 

taxes and lack of HUD support in efforts to reduce them were also sugges

ted as contributing to failure in some cases. Again, no general pattern 

could be found. The one financial variable somewhat associated with fail 

ure was the absence of any surplus of revenue over costs. This is, of 

course, another way of saying that such projects tended to have negative 

cash flows. The problem of cost estimation is discussed in conjunction 

with HUD processing below. Inflation is considered in the next major 
section of the report. 

Management. Similar questions of responsibility and incentives may 

be asked about management of subsidized projects. Management entitites are 

closest to projects and might be most concerned for their welfare. Large 
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However, for smaller finns th.e sanction may not be very powerful. The 
practice of a fixed management fee and variable definitions of what is an 
allowable expense (for example, the on-site manager's salary) provide no 
positive incentive for effective management performance. Whether a pro
ject has high or low turnover, vandalism or crime makes no difference. How
ever, in this instance, we need to ask a prior question. What does it mean 
to manage subsidized housing? 

There seem to be two "successful" strategies of management for projects 
like those in the sample. One approach is to maintain the project's finan
cial and physical condition by rigorous and essentially external control. 
Tenants are screened carefully for risk; those who fail to pay their rent 

are pr~mptly evicted; disruptive behavior or nonadherence to project rules 
are similarly treated; tenants are charged for damage attributable to them 
or their children; recreation and amenities are limited -- often the recrea
tion buildings are spotless but unused; and the project is aggressively 
patrolled by a security force that maintains close relationships with local 
police. The result is a quiet, well-maintained, if expensive project, in 
which the tenants' personal responsibility and involvement are not great, 
but also one which they are not attempting to leave. 

An alternative style for management involves the conscious effort to 
create a sense of community in which activities for the different popula
tion groups are fostered; some degree of tenant organization occurs; nego
tiations with tenants precede eviction, which is nevertheless enforced if 
necessary; partial responsibility for activities such as maintenance are 
carried out by tenants; and, in short, every effort is made to set up an 
internalized system of social control. 

To avoid being carried away by one or the other of these polar scen
arios, we should note that both have in common the objective of social 

control of individual behavior that can threaten the financial, social 
and physical viability of a project. Both are possible, but both are 

difficult to establish and maintain effectively. Both are costly, the 
former in maintenance and security costs, the latter in social services and 
facilities. It is unlikely that managers skilled in one style can easily 
adapt to the other, and it is unlikely that either style would be satisfying 
to all types of tenants. Finally, the probability that either one or the 
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other can be achieved in a pure form on a mass scale is slim. 
In practice, most projects seem to fall between these poles of manage

ment. Good management firms and individual managers are very difficult to 
find -- and subsidized projects ~eed very good managers. Budgets are insuf
ficient to attract or support sufficient numbers of skilled maintenance 
workers and supervisors able to handle large projects. Onsite managers may 
be appointed without skills or experience. Faced with constant crises, 
managers give up or retreat into ineffectuality. Absentee management firms 
do little to improve the situation. In the statistical sample, the judg
ment that a project was well managed correlated negatively with failure 
quite strongly, but the meaning of "good management'~ was less clear. Few 
specific characteristics, such as professional management, resident managers, 
and experience correlated strongly with failure. By far the strongest nega

tive relationships to failure was found for continuity -- a single management 
since occupancy. However, this may be more a consequence than a cause of 
success. Its converse, repeated management turnover, nevertheless would be 
a useful indicator that failure is likely to occur. 

It has been common to blame the quality of management for the problems 
of projects such as these, and it is indeed true that management has been 
weak or negligent in many cases. Yet it is doubtful that good management 
alone can ensure the success of projects. Equally important is the provi
sion of a setting in which reasonably good management can afford some mis
take of judgment or performance without seeing projects fail, and in which 
consistently poor management is promptly identified and dealt with. 

HUD Programs and Processing. Originally, HUD was not intended to par
ticipate in the management of projects. Long deeply involved in programs 
for housing construction and financing, HUD's potential role as owner of 
last resort was masked by the expectation that mortgage insurance would 
function in a way similar to that in the conventional private market. As 
a result, monitoring of projects has been insufficient to let anyone see 

danger signals, even though conventional market mort9agees are careful about 
such things. Estimates of operating expenses have been cursory and inaccur
ate, the commendable desire to get projects built within program constraints 
leading to the acceptance of unrealistic estimates and generally to discoun
ting inflation. The same pressures led to exclusion of features such as 
recreational amenities that might be vital to project functioning. Project 
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Among the case studies, not every project that was examined exhibited 
gross underestimates of operating and maintenance costs in its first year 
of operation, but the exceptions were rare. If budgets are set this tightly, 
then either they are unrealistic or the project managements must be routinely 
expected to be extraordinarily effective both in collecting rents and holding 
down costs. It appears that operating cost and revenue estimates have 
been technically faulty or forced to make projects feasible. Where the 
underestimation was done by developers, HUD did not challenge it. The 

resulting financial instability creates a situation where projects need 

rent increases as soon as they begin operation. No margin is left for mis
takes or unexpected events, such as fires or earthquakes, that do happen. 

In order to fit rents within the program limits, amenities and service as
pects of projects are slashed, while in some instances design elements that 
later proved to be the source of problems were left in. The statistical 
analysis confirms these conclusions with the caveat that the critical con
cern in predicting failure is not underestimation of costs or overestimation 

of revenues alone, but the quality of the net estimate. 
The lack of clear responsibility previously discussed appears to be 

important in HUO·s responsiveness to projects in trouble. Requests for rent 
increases need careful screening to protect tenant interests, but they 
should not take months or years to process. Similarly, the reluctance of 
HUD to foreclose, or even send projects into receivership, may be a valid 
effort to save them, but it also reduces the agency's credibility wiih 

owners and sponsors. To the extent that local HUD staff are uncertain about 
their role, have limited means of response to financial difficulty and the 
processing of those responses is slow, the aura of uncertainty about a pro

ject that is in trouble will be increased and the more likely it will be 
that other participants will try to back away. 

The analytical and case-study findings are not definitive. We believe 
that this is no accident. Subsidized multifamily housing programs have de

veloped and functioned in a larger structural context. To understand fail
ure in a single project it is not enough to examine its special circumstances 

alone. Failure occurs 3S part of a larger pattern that needs to be examined 
and interpreted. 
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Subsidized Housing Failure: The Structural Context 

Despite the protestations of practical men, every program that has any 
continuity and coherence is grounded in a theory about values and behavior. 
Government housing programs in the U.S. are no exception to this rule. They 
are, unremarkably, founded on the basic proposition that the private market, 
responding to individual initiative and local conditions, will supply to 
consumers who have the resources to pay for it housing that is better suited 
to their desires and cheaper than would be built by government or other 
non-market agencies. The proposition may be regarded as self-evident, 
nontestable, or wrong depending on one's point of view. In support of the 
former position is the clearly superior quality of housing enjoyed by a 

large proportion of the U.S. population in contrast with inhabitants of 

other countries where housing is publicly provided. However, resources and 
incomes in the U.S. are substantially greater than in most other countries, 
rendering comparison difficult. And some might argue that the private mar
ket does not actually behave in accordance with most theoretical descriptions 
of it; that consumer sovereignty is warped by advertising and monopolistic 
practices; and that the resulting allocations do not necessarily meet social 
needs. 

For present purposes, it is not necessary for us to argue any of these 
positions. Rather, we need only to accept that the proposition, as a de
scription of the strategic basis for housing policy in the U.S. is essen
tially correct. Even though it may be tempered in practice by desires to 
realize social objectives on the one hand or to support industrial and com
mercial interest groups on the other, policy has been articulated on this 
basis. 

If the private market is seen as the optlmal form for housing supply, 
then both the nature and form of strategies for government action in rela
tion to housing are deeply preconditioned. This is evident even in such 
simple characteristics as the use of the term "intervention." The function 
of government in housing is to intervene in the working of the market in 
order to achieve social objectives that might not be attained in a pure, 
private market; but that intervention should occur in a way that takes ad
vantage of individual enterprise and the profit motive and minimally dis
torts incentives for efficient production and competitive sensitivity to 
consumers' tastes. Both government's role and the appropriate strategies 
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assume that the market can be efficiently induced to meet socially or poli 
tically defined objectives. 

The history of the U.S. housing programs since 1945 both supports and 
challenges this basic tenet of policy. Certainly, the development of FHA 
mortgage insurance for single-family homes provided innovations in financing 
and a degree of protection and reduction of risk that must have speeded the 

great suburban building boom of the 1950s and 1960s. In the context of 
rising income and population, facilitating the provision of capital for resi 
dential construction was a feasible course. The style of government inter

vention, best expressed perhaps in the FHA ethos of the program as an insuring 
rather than a housing production activity, was entirely consistent with the 
prevailing beliefs both of consumers and of builders and lenders. FHA staff 
Jeveloped a professional style and high technical expertise that fitted the 
market in which they functioned. And if, as seems to be almost universally 
the case, the attitudes of producers and regulatory government agencies 
became increasingly supportive of each other, nevertheless the program did 
not develop internal crises of functioning or financial incapacity. A large 
proportion of American families was occupying new and high quality housing. 
The others were expected to follow in their footsteps. 

But they did not. Far from disappearing, the poor and ill-housed 
became more evident, even as the central cities decayed. At least since the 
time of Lawrence Veiller and the New York tenement house reform movement in 
the late 19th century, housing specialists have debated the ability of the 
private sector to supply adequate quality housing to poor people at prices 

they can afford. Both the advocates of public housing and the supporters 
of government regulation have seen their hopes disappointed and their stra
tegies negated by experience. Code enforcement often produced perverse 

results for the inhabitants of housing subjected to it. Faced with rising 

rents, they were often forced to move to cheaper quarters similar to or 
worse than those for which the programs were designed. In the ruins of 
Pruitt-Igoe, public housing, perhaps unjustly, was similarly discredited as 
a strategy. Yet the trickle down of the new waves of housing occurred very 
slowly. During the 1950s and 1960s aggregate housing indicators measured 
by the U.S. Census continued to improve, but standards also rose and a per
sistent and visible portion of the population remained ill-housed. 

At least in part, this persistence has been attributed by critics to 
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highway and urban renewal programs, the ultimate merging of builders. len
ders and public officials who saw the needs and opportunities in rebuilding 
city cores but were insensitive to the existence of stable if not always 
visually tidy social communities. Many good neighborhoods were destroyed 
in the process of renewal and road building. But a systemic explanation. 

the sheer volume of suburban residential investment. its attraction and 
promotion to consumers as a desira.ble lifestyle, and the mass migration of 
middle and moderate income families to the suburbs is more convincing. 
The cities were being emptied out, partly as a result of public policy. 
partly as a reflection of the growth of affluence and the desire of people 
for a place of their own in a pleasant environment. The poor were economi
cally and geographically left behind. 

Both the visible decay and the rhetoric of the 1960s demanded a housing 
response. There were a number of conflicting alternatives -- among them 
suburban development of low-income multifamily rental housing to equalize 
opportunity and access to jobs and to counter racial discrimination; inner 
city rehabilitation and home ownership for poor and moderate income fami
lies; cooperatives and non-profit housing. To some degree,' all were tried. 
But the central theory, that incentives to the private market would bring 
about the socially desired result, remained unchanged. 

It is no part of this paper to describe or analyze the results in pro
grams for single-family housing. The massive problems are well known, es
pecially ~/here "rehabilitated" inner city houses were involved. In multi 
family housing, two organizational forms were developed, the limited dividend 
and the non-profit sponsor. Under mortgage guarantees, very large quanti 
ties of housing were rapidly built in the latter part of the 1960s and early 
1970s. Very rapidly, too, they began to default and fail, ultimately 
returning to HUD ownership. 

What was the theory? In many respects, it was highly sophisticated. 
Taking account of earlier denunciations of public housing, these projects 
were generally moderate in size and height, located both in suburban areas 
and inner cities, and visually indistinguishable from conventionally finan
ced and constructed apartments. The program was designed to attract effi 
cient non-marginal private developers, taking account of the fact known to 
every real estate specialist, that investment in real property in the U.S. 
depends upon tax structure for its profitability. Non-profit organizations 
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that wanted to sponsor housing also could participate and special provisions
for financing and technical assistance were made for them. In addition to

the insurance and interest subsidies, rent supplements were available to
projects serving large populations of low income tenants. Large numbers of
projects were processed by HUD with unprecedented speed.

Under comparable circumstances in the 1950s, FHA, in conjunction
with private investment became the instrument that reshaped the national
urban system. But that was done with conventional market standards of
risk, profitability and client selection. Failures were modest, never

sufficient to threaten the program. In contrast, by early 1973, in the face
of rising failures, a moratorium was placed on the entire subsidized housing
program and production slowed to a trickle. Clearly, something about the
theory was deficient, but was it the basic assumptions or the execution?

The question is not answerable absolutely. In fact, the program did
generate a very large volume of subsidized housing very quickly. Both pro
fit and non-profit organizations were eager to participate. Institutional
financing became available for low and moderate income housing. But there
is a vital difference between this program and other forms of intervention.
The involvement of government was not simply to guarantee loans and reduce
the risk for lending institutions, thereby encouraging them to make loans
on a large scale to people whose ability to pay was scarcely in doubt. In
addition to that facilitating role, government was committed to subsidizing
and remaining the residual risk taker for families whose income was by no
means secure and, indeed, whose eligibility for residence in the housing
depended on their not exceeding a maximum allowable income. This is a risky

proposition requiring very careful attention to a project's condition.
Under normal circumstances, the lender, facing the risk, would give that

attention.

The Problem of Incentives. At the core of a theory of government inter
vention to make housing profitable as an investment are two assumptions.
The first is that sufficient incentives will attract lenders and builders
to participate in the hopes of realizing profits from the process of con
struction while performing efficiently. This is the basis of a bidding pro
cess in virtually all public works. The second is that the resulting housing
will be so financially attractive that lenders will view it as a good invest
ment and maintain their involvement over time. In this circumstance, mortgage
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insurance becomes a way to smooth participation by removing the risks atten
dant upon rare failures. Like all insurance, it is not designed to deal 
with situations in which lenders want to opt out in large numbers. As in
surance, it is only feasible so long as the risk of failure is such that 

the program is actuorially sound. 
Builders and lenders in the U.S. are familiar with construction of 

publicly subsidized projects. The construction industry demands a contin

uing level of investment in order to maintain its activity and employment. 
Contracts and development are familiar ways of making money. On the public 
side, efforts to monitor quality and profits continue in the never-ending 
tension and symbiosis between government and the private sector. 

Going beyond construction or supply of products raises entirely new 

sets of issues. Acceptance of responsibility for provision of a subsidized 
service to populations who would otherwise be unable to consume it involves 
both risk and the potential for profit and abuse. More importantly, if 
participation requires incentives that virtually eliminate risk, why should 
participants view their involvement responsibly? If the argument for pri 
vate efficiency says that investors will watch carefully over projects in 
which they stand to lose a great deal, why should they divert their energies 
from other really risky projects on which they are involved to those in 
which they face only limited possible loss? Perhaps the fear of losing 
future business in the insured activity might be enough. Yet that seems 
unlikely, especially when the programs have been suspended. There seems to 
be a paradox in which the price for participation is the removal of risk; 
but risk is the spur that is supposed to ensure watchful supervision of the 
investment. The incentive to participate reduces the incentive to perform. 
Exactly why good performance will take place is never made clear. Certainly 
it is not altruism. 

A first structural flaw, through intervention by carrots and sticks is 
that the incentives appear to be self-defeating. Nothing in it ensures or 
even promotes real long-term concern for the welfare of the investment by 
the lender. Furthermore, under certain conditions, for example inflation 
and sharply rising interest rates, the incentives are actually reversed. 
It becomes more profitable to a lender for the project to fail if the mort
gage commitment can be moved elsewhere at rates' of return that are suffic
iently attractive to offset the costs involved. Throughout the case studies, 
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that the buck stopped nowher~. In fact, it does stop at the FHA Commissioner, 
but usually too late. 

We may ask whether the incentives to other participants are more rational 
and conducive to effective long-term survival of projects. Perhaps the most 

enmeshed are participants in limited dividend projects. For most of these, 
the principal value of participation resides in the tax benefits accruing 

from the project. Over time, as depreciation declines, the value of parti 
cipation is reduced. However, the investor cannot pullout until the statu
~ory period for recapture of tax gains has passed. During that time, an 
investor has a strong incentive for the project to remain solvent, even to 
the extent of advancing further resources to tide it over difficulties. But 
i}nce the recapture period has passed, it is quite unlikely that participa
tion will be economically profitable. We may anticipate that investors will 
seek to sell projects and certainly will not save them from failure by 
further cash advances. Since the value of many projects will be question
ab'le by that point, more fai"lures are probable. The question of the length 
of the tax recaptuY'e period and how vigorously IRS pursues recapture seems 
to be open to question. A careful study of its implications for HUD is 
1.'a'rrented. 

The Problem of Inflation. A second, very striking structural charac
tetistic of the programs concerns the financial margin that a project is 
likely to have and the incentives of participants to maintain and increase 
it. Every rental hcusing p!""oject is a compromise bet\'Jeen the cost of 

owning and managing the property and the rents that it can conmand. The 
difference, together with tax advantages and possible capital gains, con
stitutes return on investment. While it is no secret that many conventional 

hcusing projects have paper losses for tax purposes, most of that loss is 
normally accounted for by allowances for depreciation. A negative cash 
flow is regarded, quite properly, as a very serious pY'oblem. 

To avoid a negative cash flow, a project must be able to cover mort
gage principal and interest payments, taxes, utilities, management, mainte

nance and replacement from its current rental income. For this to be 
~chievable in a new project tequl:es a correct judgment of the rent that 
can be commanded fOl~ the chosen qi.ia1ity of hOllS1rlg at ttlat location, to
gether with accurate and uninflate~ costs for construction and operation. 
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A conventional project normally is developed with a reasonable degree of
expertise and assurance on these factors. The risk to the lender and in
vestors is well recognized and assessed. If the decision proves to be
based on inaccurate predictions, the choices of liquidating the project at
a loss or putting up more cash to protect a good investment are possible
because the investors typically have access to some other financial re
sources. Where they do not and become over-extended, they fail. All
along, there are strong incentives for financial backers to estimate costs
and revenues accurately, control construction and take care of the project.

How does a subsidized project under this form of intervention compare
with this model? In theory, it should differ in several respects, few of
which would tend to increase its relative stability. First, virtually by
definition the project is one that private lenders and builders would not

*otherwise undertake. Looking at the prospective incomes of tenants, loca-
tion, building codes and standards, they see no financial incentive to
build unsubsidized low income housing. People simply cannot afford to pay
what it costs. The tenants themselves are not only likely to have low or
moderate incomes, but their incomes will fluctuate and they have few re
sources to tide themselves over periods of unemployment. During inflation,
their incomes are likely to rise more slowly than the general wage and
priee level. They are furthermore likely to have substantial numbers of
children and, perhaps unfairly, are often associated with problems of crime
and social deviance in the minds of investors. They are more likely to be

ethnic minorities with all the attendant overtones.
The subsidy and incentives must overcome the financial and emotional

obstacles that would normally cause investors to stay out of the market.
They may succeed in attracting developers, but the process will not be
identifieal to that in a conventional development. For example, where in
a conventional project the risks and returns in construction as against
ownership may be comparable. for subsidized projects the greater long-term
risks make construction a much more attractive proposition. Any means to
shorten the payback period are likely to be employed. At the same time,

* If the incentives are especially attractive, developers will try to
take advantage of them with projects that they may have judged feasible
under conventional financing .. How many such projects exist is a virtually
unanswerable question.
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be delicately balanced against operating costs. As many observers have 

pointed out, there is a strong incentive for developers to seek short-term 
returns by inflating land and construction costs while underestimating op
erating expenses to the degree necessary to remain within the allowable 

rents. Under conventional circumstances, these figures would be analyzed 
with great care by lenders. In the subsidized project, they are the respon
sibility of HUD staff, who may be competent but do not bear the risks. In 
fact, at the early stages of the program, they were left to HUD staff pri
marily responsible for construction and standards. Operating expenses 

were nobody's chief concern until the project was built and moved into HUD 
management supervision. 

But the cost dilemma of subsidized projects transcends the initial 
tension between construction and operation. It is fundamental to conven
tional housing that rents can increase to match increases in costs of oper
ations and maintenance so long as the market will support them. However, 
subsidized projects are designed to serve moderate and low income popula
tions. Not only do their incomes tend to lag during times of inflation, 
but even if they increase, the statutory income and rent limitations on 
the project may not allow owners to raise rents. There are, after all, 

always more potential tenants at the original income level. This type of 
housing, then, faces a basic problem during inflationary periods. Should 

the rents escalate with costs, requiring the redefinition of allowable 
incomes and rents and exclusion of poorer tenants; or should the rent 

levels remain constant, leading to an inevitable financial crisis? The 
former solution means that the housing no longer serves its target popula
tion. The latter means that the financial and physical viability of the 
housing itself is threatened. The dilemma of whether to serve the intended 
population or protect the public investment is a harsh one. It is also 
universal. To the degree that projects serve who they are supposed to, 
they will eventually face the cost-revenue squeeze. 

Attempting to meet both objectives, HUD's response has been ambivalent. 
Rents and income limits have been raised but with" great reluctance. What

ever subsidies and mortgage debt work-out arrangements can be found have 
been used in individual cases, but public officials are understandably reluc
tant to create precedents for financial support for which the potential 
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demand is enormous and the anticipated resources limited. And rent supple
ments or potential relief from Section 8 leasing are limited although they 

do help. This strategy amounts to an attempt to pass a gooO part of the 
cost increases on to the owners and managers of projects. They may be 
better able to afford the burden than tenants, but, as a strategy, this 

can be only a very short-term solution. In the conflict between owners 
and rent regulators, owners have always found ways to forc~ tenants to 
absorb costs by reducing the quality Of housing supplied. In the absence 
of tight regulation, the first means of so doing is to reduce maintenance, 
the one postponable cost item. 

But, as the crisis of public hou$ing in the 1960s. demonstrated, reduc
ing maintenance in housing for poor people is a dangerous strategy. Such 

projects are subject to great social pressures and their inhabitants up to 
now have had neither the resources or social organi~ation to do for them
selves what management will no longer do. The resulting dynamic process 
was $een most clearly in public housing, but it has Qlso widely occurred in 
private housing. The projects typiGally house numbers of children who 
create wear and tear; they are also the object of theft and sheer vandalism. 
If maintenance is not continuous and responsive, physical deterioration m~y 

rapidly become so great as to be essentially irreversible. Tenants who 
are financially better off will then start to leave, resulting in revenue 
losses from vacancy. Vacant apartments are themselves vandalized before 
they can be let, leading to further cumulative deterioration, loss of ren

tals and repair costs. The process eventually destroys the project physi
cally, socially and financially. There has been much debate on the causes 
of the phenomenon. In public housing, especially, design has been heavily 
criticized. Yet maintenance appears at least equally important. Poorly 
designed units have remained habitable, if not very desirable, with suffi 
cient and continuous maintenance even in most adverse environments. 

There is no long term way around this predicament of subsidized housing. ~ 

Adequate housing cannot be built from scratch at a cost within the ability 
to pay of the lower income population. If we build new, then we must sub
sidize. If a subsidy, such as interest rate reduction, has a form that 
makes no provision for rising costs, then the projects will inevitably fail. 
To expect otherwise is to bet against inflation a risky proposition. In 
a particular instance a multitude of causes may be adduced, but the brutal 
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projects, not just those that ar'e more obviously corrupt or mismanaged.
Any factors that can generate a financial problem can precipitate failure.

Remedies. What resources are there to counter potential threats to
project viability in a sufficient and timely way before failure ensues?

Rent increases are a limited device, eventually pricing the apartments out
0f the reach of the program's target populations and commonly slow in being
approved. When a project defaults on its mortgage, the only means now used
to correct the default are rent increases and mortgage modifications, in
~luding the waiver of principal payments and payments to the reserve for
r~placements. The statistical analysis demonstrates that these methods are
vpry limited, often merely delaying failure for a short while. In some
~'l'cumstances, owners may make further equity contributions in the form of
loans. They are reluctant to do so. The additional device of the operating

loss loan from HUD is not widespread, though likely to be popular. If
timely, such remedies can help but not solve the problem; in practice, they
3re often too late or too meager to do more than postpone the inevitable
collapse. Meanwhile. projects co~tinue to deteriorate and the quality of
;Ti;;nagement and maintenance ,jeclines. Ultimately, projects can be placed

i!' receivership or foreclosed and handed over to specialists, again with no

~~~rantee of rejuvenation. In the limbo status that precedes this conclu
sive act, a project can drag on without concerted and vigorous intervention.
~!:~ available remedies may not worsen the condition of failing projects, but

ti,,:;y' ar'e hardly a ITlatch fey' the complexity of housing failure. In the

fo'llowing section, we discuss some potential additions and alternatives.
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS 

When a program is experiencing deep problems, due in part to its 
structural circumstances, it may need major changes. We will suggest that 

overall policy be reexamined. However, we also recognize the constraints 
under which programs are managed in reality and the necessity to respond to 
problems at whatever levels can be attained. Therefore, the following re
commendations include immediate short-range and limited scale proposals 
that appear to be implementable with a reasonable expectation of success. 
Policy proposals can be advanced only tentatively on the basis of a limited 
study such as this one. They need very careful examination and debate 
before adoption. Operational proposals, on the other hand, can be put into 
effect at limited cost and effort, and may still yield some benefit, even 
if it is only to delay the failure process while more substantial remedies 
can be sought. The recommendations, then, are divided into two groups: 
(1) recommendations for broad policy; and (2) recommendations for specific 
program actions. Within those groups, we will further distinguish between 
proposals for responding to the plight of existing housing sliding into 
failure and proposals for new housing programs in the future that will in
evitably face the same pressures. 

Broad Policy Recommendations 

The basic fact seems to be that the current form of organization and 
financing for development and operation of subsidized multifamily housing 
is inherently likely to generate failure under inflationary conditions. 
The incentives to participate do not encourage protective and responsible 
behavior toward investments; the types and levels of subsidy provide no 
long-term assurance that costs can be covered from resources; HUD's role as 

guarantor of mortgages provides neither a means for effectively inter
vening in management of failing projects nor any suitable responsibility 
for dealing with them after they have failed. 

Maintaining the viability of the present stock and ensuring that con
struction under new programs does not have the same results will take per
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the1ess, the existing system does not work. 

(1) Provision of New Subsidized Housing: The role of HUD as a guaran
tor of mortgages for construction of low and moderate income housing is 
self-defeating. Even though short-run palliative changes may be made, it 

is now time to look for alternatives. What are they? On one end of the 
scale are housing allowances and other forms of direct subsidy to tenants. 
Whi1e.theoretica1ly powerful, they are likely to be very costly (as indeed 
is any real program to provide adequate housing to all who need it), and do 
not contain mechanisms to ensure that supply will respond to demand rather 

than exact monopoly rent. On the other extreme is public housing, also 
costly and seen as bureaucratic and politically unattractive. Between are 
a huge range of possibilities, for example, the creation of quasi-public 

national, regional or state housing development corporations with powers 
to finance and build housing for eventual ownership by nonprofit groups and 
cooperatives. Such new institutions would need stable capitalization and 
subsidies -- The New York State Urban Development Corporation has shown 
the problems that may occur if low and moderate income housing are other
wise financed -- but would not pass back large proportions of the subsidy 
to the private sector for no return other than participation. 

Basic principles for reconstructing policy in this area might include 
many different perspectives. Nevertheless, the mechanisms for delivery of 
subsidies should do the following: 

Subsidies should focus on the point of need with minimum diversion


for producer incentives.

There should be clear and unambiguous responsibility and accounta

bility for housing development and operation at each stage of the


process.

Activities should be carried on at an appropriate scale for affec

tive and economical achievement of objectives.

No part of the development process should be able to secure ad

vantages to the detriment of effective operation at later stages.

The test should always be viability in operation, not in construc


tion or financing.

Incentives should enhance the attractiveness of residential housing

as a continuing investment rather than just as a tax shelter, which
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implies concern for adequate cash flow and long-term maintenance. 
Where private sector participation supports these principles, it should be 

encouraged. Otherwise, alternative organizations should be developed. The 

task will not be easy. 

(2) Policy on Existing Subsidized Housing: Looking at housing policy 
in this way highlights the ambiguities in HUD's position. The agency now 

is neither in nor out of the housing ownership and management function. HUD 

owns much housing but has neither the organization nor the mandate to look 

after it properly. Yet, it cannot divest itself of the housing either. 
And if it could, more would follow. 

Both HUO and the national policy making system will have to come to 
terms eventually with the problems of failure and foreclosure. While tin

kering with mortgage financing mechanisms may stave off the problem for a 
short time, failures will continue to occur and no such mechanisms can deal 

with the long run problem of rising costs. 
It is therefore necessary to reconsider policy on treatment and dispo

sition of failing subsidized housing. The principles for action are similar 

to those above. The central objectives are to preserve the housing at a 
decent level of quality while ensuring that it continues to serve its target 
population. The options range from sale in the open market, with no strings 

attached, to direct operation and management by HUD itself. Between these 

are such possibilities as transfer to local housing authorities or community 
corporations, or public or non-profit ownership and management corporations 

organized and funded for this specific purpose. Such corporations would be 

publicly controlled, large enough to obtain scale economies and attract 
skilled technical staff, but not so large as to be out of touch with regional 

and local conditions. Against possible new alternatives, there should be 
arrayed the variety of financial devices, such as loan restructuring and 
operating subsidies that might be granted existing forms of housing entity. 

The scope of this study does not include a full analysis of the alter
natives that might be considered, whether or not they would require new 

legislation, and judgments as to which might prove more effective. HUD 
must find short range responses to the immediate problems of dealing with 
the failing housing that it now has. Nevertheless, we doubt that an effec

tive policy can emerge from short-run palliatives. A thorough reconsidera
tion of the foundations of HUD's strategy is necessary. 
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Five types of specific actions could be taken within the present frame
work to improve HUD's control and ameliorate the problems of failure to

some degree. They are directed toward: (1) HUD project information and
monitoring; (2) Program management and support for not-yet-failing pro
jects; (3) Responses for projects in failure; (4) New project development;
(5) Research and experiments toward improved housing operation. Each group

will be discussed below. They are not mutually exclusive. but rather suppor
tive of each other.

(1) Project Information and Monitoring: Although local HUD staff
have often learned quickly from the hard experience of attempting to keep
track of and sustain projects sliding into failure. there are still major
deficiencies in the management information available to them.

(1.1) Monthly Operating Statements: It is essential that HUD. as the
ultimate guarantor of a project. be aware of its financial status and espec
ially of the onset of symptoms of operations and financial difficulty. To
a significant degree, this will be achieved with the implementation of sys
tems such as the Multifamily Early Warning System (MEWS) that will provide

operating data on costs and revenues on a monthly basis, or the Region IX.
Sacramento Insuring Office Computerized Financial Analysis System. The
current ~lEWS proposal concentrates, quite properly, on vacancies and cost
revenue relationship. Reports should be as simple as possible in the quan
tity and format of data to be reported by projects. However, we believe
that effective flagging of potentially troubled projects would be improved
by requiring also some indicator of the level of vandalism and notification

of exceptional events such as changes of on-site or off-site managers, sig

nificant changes in numbers of staff, major fires or sharp outbreaks of

crime.
(1.2) Annual Estimated Budget: While MEWS can improve day-to-day

monitoring of projects for purposes of control, it does not provide for a
broader intermittent review of a project's status and performance. The
annual audited financial statement is currently a.basis for such review,

but it should be accompanied by an estimated operating budget for the coming
year. This statement should be reviewed by HUD staff with the project manage
ment and subsequently used as a check for the data revealed in monthly oper-
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ating statements.

(2) Program and Project Management and Support: The quality of pro
gram Inanagement and support by HUD staff varies. At best, it is well in

formed and sensitive to project performance; at worst, it is mechanical and
focused upon formal requirements rather than how projects are actually

doing. Everywhere, the lack of effective preventive measures and remedies

is keenly felt. To improve performance without additional real resources

for projects will be very difficult. On the other hand, new subsidies will

be much more effective if combined with efforts by HUD to ensure that its

staff have the means to assist projects in evaluating management and moti

vating good performance.
(2.1) Staff Development and Role: The broad issue of HUD's role in

managing subsidized housing has its concrete counterpart in the uncertainty

and variability in the perception of their roles by staff. It is hardly
fair to ask that the latter be clarified if the former is not. Although in
theory HUD is an insuror, in practice it is a deeply concerned investor on

behalf of the public and its staff should behave accordingly. This means
being constantly aware of what is happening in the projects through the

information system discussed in (1.1) above, and actively intervening when
necessary. In the absence of major changes, the only way this can happen

is through the management agents of the ownership entities and through con
trol of some significant means to alleviate projects' problems and motivate
good performance. HUD Area and Insuring Office staff need to be appraised

of their roles more explicitly to insure a reasonably uniform approach to
project management. They also need training to improve their skills in

analyzing performance and in developing special assistance. For example,

at least one person in each local office should be able to advise and assist

sponsors in questions of local real estate tax assessment and in applying
for tax abatement or reassessment. A Regional guide or handbook for this
purpose would also be helpful.

(2.2) Controlling the Quality of Project Management: Two measures
might be considered to improve the quality of management in projects.

First, a management rating system should be established. HUD Area
Offices should periodically rate the performance of management agents,

using physical, financial and social criteria. The ratings could be com-
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selection or replacement of management agents. Negatively rated agents

should be employable only under extraordinary conditions. The ratings
should be supplemented with descriptive information on the organizational
structure and general policies of the agents, including such characteristics
as their scale, area of operations, and use of on-site personnel.

Besides identifying the better management entities, HUD offices would
be in a stronger position if they ~/ere able to motivate performance with a
sliding scale management fee. If, instead of a flat 7 percent of gross in

come, a range from 6 to 9 percent could be granted, depending upon perfor
mance, there would be a clear though limited incentive. The criteria for
quality would need to be spelled out very carefully so as to ensure that
program goals were not being distorted. The penalty for poor management
would still be replacement.

(2.3) Financial Assistance: The question of operating subsidies is
really beyond the level of these specific recommendations. Nevertheless,
they appear to be ultimately necessary in one form or another. Two issues
will need to be faced if subsidies are in fact instituted. First, how will
HUD insure that the subsidy is actually used for the designated purpose and
not simply as a way of draining cash from projects? Careful monitoring of
expenditure levels with selective detailed audits will be necessary. Second,
for limited dividend projects, what should be the relationship of the sub
sidy to the equity of the partners? One possible modification would be a
requirement of additional cash contributions by partners as a condition for

the subsidy.
(2.4) Responsibility: Although we believe that HUD has no short-run

alternative to increasing its level of project control through monitoring

and management. every effort should be made to involve other participants

on a continuing basis. If an estimated operating budget is required, it
could be made on the basis of an annual project review (preferably including
an on-site inspection) at which representatives of the sponsor, tenants,
management agents, mortgagees and Fi~MA are present. A medium sized project
is a substantial enterprise and worthy of a face-to-face discussion once a
year, before a crisis occurs, by those who are most involved. Obviously,
such a process does not offset structural problems, but it does perhaps
force their mutual recognition~ And it can assist in the recognition of
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problems before they have reached the stage of irrev.e~sibility. Experimen

tal use of such a review process is suggested to begin with. 
(2.5) Tenant Participation: The issue of management style is defer

red to section (5) below. However, there is evidence that long-term pro
ject viability will require more active and effectiv~, levels of tenant 
participation than is now the case. This will be especially true if oper
ating subsidies are not forthcoming and costs must be held down. Voluntary 
participation in maintenance will then become critical. Without a sense of 
community, it will not occur. HUD now has no policy on the formation of 

Tenant Advisory Councils in insured projects. It should seriously consider 
requiring that lease and grievance procedures similar to those of public 
housing should apply to all subsidized multifamily housing. We recognize 
the potential problems involved in such a policy, especially the fact that 
managements will consider it a threat. Participation can only work if 
there are clear agreements as to the kind of responsibility which is offered. 

(2.6) Recreation and Social Services: HUD should actively encourage 
the provision of on-site recreational facilities and social services, for 
example, day care, and should direct some part of future funds for operating 
subsidies and rehabilitation toward these purposes. Toward this end, local 
offices should identify projects that have especially large populations of 
children and young people and assess the quality of their recreation by on
site inspection. 

(3) Responding to Projects in Failure: It has already been noted that 
once a project has failed or is close to failure, the available remedies are 
of limited utility. The fundamental problem seems to be the general deter
ioration of projects that accompanies the process, making it necessary to 
generate new capital for repairs and rehabilitation as well as cash to cover 
operating losses. Both of these needs must be met to rescue a typical fail
ing project. In addition, less tangible improvements in management, control 
and social performance are likely to be necessary. Putting everything to
gether is not an easy task. 

(3.1) Evaluation: No one can do anything useful about a failed pro
ject without understanding what is going on. HUD should develop at least 
one failure specialist in each Area Office whose function it is to under
stand and evaluate what is happening in failing projects. The failure 
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evaluate and if necessary gather information on projects being considered

for further capitalization and subsidies. This function should develop a

center of knowledge and operational skill in dealing with failures within

every office. The specialists should be encouraged to meet and exchange

information and thereby develop a regional network of mutually assisting

staff with this concern. Project evaluation will require criteria for the

critical decision as to whether a project should receive assistance or be

otherwise disposed of. The possibility of private resale or demolition

should not be excluded.

(3.2) Financial Support: Alternatives for providing capital and oper
ating subsidies to failing projects are now under consideration at HUD's

Central Office. Among the possible options are reduction of mortgages
through foreclosure and resale, which is, in effect, a lump sum subsidy

from HUD which has insured the original mortgage; operating subsidies; rent

supplements; and varieties of forebearance on mortgage payments, the short
fall being either capitalized through an extension of the mortgage or by a

balloon payment. Although some form of capital infusion is likely to be

often necessary at least to make up for deferred maintenance, the provision
of a one-time subsidy is unlikely to be sufficient. Striking at debt

service problems alone will not solve the operating cost dilemma. Unless
costs cease to rise, the revenue-cost squeeze will inevitably reoccur.

On the other hand, the control of operating subsidies to ensure that they
are used for their intended purpose and serve their target populations is

likely to be difficult. Their use should be conditional upon evaluation

and, if necessary, major reorganization of project management.

(3.3) Management: Bringing a project back from failure requires

skill and tenacity. If the project's physical fabric and social function

ing have seriously deteriorated, entirely new management may be called for.

Some specialist failure management firms have emerged. At best, they

exhibit a straight-forward approach that sets out the mutual obligations

and expectations of tenants and rnanagement. At worst, they exploit situa
tions that are already close to intolerable. Although it makes sense for

HUD to encourage the development of specialists in failure management,
they should be carefully reviewed and evaluated, a list should be developed,

and the use of firms receiving negative ratings should be prohibited. Un-
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fortunately, management of failing projects is demanding and often unplea

sant. It is hard to find good management entities who will take on the 

task. The one advantage is the opportunity to make a fresh start, estab

lish new ground rules and develop new expectations. HUD should encourage 

managers with this perspective and the ability to implement it. Training 

and information exchanges for managers should be undertaken. 

(3.4) Disposal: What should be done with projects that cannot other

wise be saved? In part, the answer depends on the issues of strategy 

raised early, because "saving" means defining HUD's role. If HUD is 

willing to relinquish control of program objectives, especially targetting 

to tenant populations, then rapid disposal by sale or transfer may be a 

preferred strategy in most instances. In the long run, the projects are 

likely to return to the public sector for support if they are economically 

unsound, but for the moment, at least, they would no longer be the Federal 

government's responsibility. Within this strategy, transfer to local author

ities or community development corporations might be feasible if linked to 

the commitment of local revenue sharing money. If HUD's objective is to 

remain in a guarantor-advisory role and projects are subject to program 

standards, then the transfer process must include sufficient capital and 

operating resources to make them financially viable. For those that are 

not, because of severe physical deterioration and abandonment, there may be 

no option but sale to the highest bidder or demolition. If the land is to 

be reused for new subsidized housing, the latter should be seriously enter

tained. We have seen at least one project built around the ruins of an 

earlier effort that were programmed for rehabilitation but actually caused 

enormous problems of vandalism and subsequent financial failure of the new 

pro j ectitself . 

(4) New Project Development: Although it is unlikely that the 236 

program will be reinstituted, HUD's participation in the development of new 

multifamily housing will not cease. No matter what the organizational form, 

there are some important considerations that should be part of the process 

of review for such projects. They include control of construction quality, 

cost estimation, location and design. 

(4.1) Construction Control: Control over the quality and speed of 

construction is critical to financial soundness. If a project is delayed 
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or contains serious physical deficiencies, rent-up--may-5e deTayed ana---------~-

repair costs incurred that establish a financial crisis from the outset.

Good control and adherence to schedules requires prompt action by HUD

whenever its review or approval is necessary, together with competent con-

struction management by sponsors. In practice, the most effective way to

achieve control is through sponsor experience. For non-profit sponsors,

HUD should follow a policy of encouraging the formation and growth of

capable, large-volume organizations that can operate in consortium with

local groups to ensure good management of the development process.

Prompt correction of construction defects is too important to be

left to the judicial process. A contingency fund is necessary, whether

in the form of a percentage of the mortgage for non-profit sponsors or an

escrow fund from syndication proceeds in the case of limited dividends.

(4.2) Cost and Revenue Estimation: HUD's procedures for cost esti

mation have improved greatly since the early years of the programs. Still,

some principals for estimation need to be re-emphasized. The initial review

and approval of proposals should include representatives of both Underwri

ti~g and Management Branches. In that process, the operational viability

of the project should be given equal weight with its construction and·

development financial feasibility. Projections of costs and revenues for

the first five years should be required. HUD, itself, should develop esti

mates of typical costs of operation of multifamily housing for localities

that are scaled for size and type of project. These cost levels should

constitute a mandatory check for all sponsors' estimates, whether low or

high. If the start of construction is seriously delayed, cost and revenue

estimates should be updated by formula or opened for re-examination.

(4.3) Location and Desi£!:!.: The quality of a location for subsidized

housing is a subtle thing that can perhaps only be revealed by a process

that encourages review and comment. This suggests that approval be condi

tional on an open review of project impacts similar to the Environmental

Impact Statement and local agency review now required of other large capi

tal investments. Among the criteria should be the impact of projects on

open space availability, school crowding, public transportation and other

service functions. Such a process may be complicated, but the costs of not

doing it are likely to be severe in the long-run, no matter whether the sub

sidy is given through interest or leasing.
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Design is a difficult issue. We found no systematic relationship 

between design and financial failure, nor do we know of any way to control 

design effectively. Although opinions differ, we do find that recreational 

facilities and open space are very important to projects with juvenile pop

ulations, and recommend that standards for recreational facilities be up
graded. However, it is also true that their utilization depends on the 

availability of supporting programs and the maintenance of a positive 

social environment. Evaluation of services and recreational facilities 

should be carried out for specific population groups in the project -- e.g., 

infants, small children, juveniles, young adults, the aged. Facility de

sign should be checked for conflict and potential mutual support between 

these groups, and should be sensitive to its impact on the development of 
community. 

(5) Research and Experimentation: Even after years of operation and 

conflict, what is not known about subsidized housing programs remains stri 

king. Besides monitoring and evaluating innovations as they are put into 

practice, HUD needs to find out answers to questions critical to the future 

of its involvement with these programs and their successors. 

(5.1) Management Style: There is no one successful management style, 

despite the implicit assumption to the contrary in many regulations and 

procedures. The problems in public housing, as well as in the projects 

examined in this study, make it clear that managing housing for low income 

families requires more than conventional market attitudes and skills to be 

successful. Furthermore, there is little agreement on what does constitute 

success. HUD should re-examine carefully the problem of management, star

ting from scratch, asking what is important, and looking at successfully 

managed projects in order to find out why they work. On the basis of this 

research, some projects should be selected for selective innovation in 

order to discover means of implementation. In an atmosphere of crisis and 

political demands, attention naturally focuses on failure and new programs. 

But there are also some remarkable successes. Their lessons should not be 
lost. 

(5.2) Vandalism and Recreation: The problem of vandalism is univer

sal. It increases costs and destroys the physical and social attractive

ness of projects. Yet there has been little systematic study of its origins 
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or of ways in which it can be reduced without massive costs in security 

forces. Like the management question, we suspect that this issue ulti 

mately requires a clear perception of the type of social system that pro

jects should have. Nevertheless, it can be attacked at a less general 

level and should be begun. 

(5.3) Tax Shelters: The recapture rule on sheltered income provides 

an incentive for many limited dividend investors to stay with projects 

even when it means putting up more cash in order to do so. As the end of 

the period approaches and the falling depreciation similarly makes the 

investment less attractive, many will pullout. Under conventional market 

circumstances, projects would be sold off and new investors would gain 

depreciation benefits. But if the projects are virtually unsaleable owing 

to their financial condition, this may not happen. The result is a poten

tial landslide of failing projects. We have not been able to investigate 

this question in any depth, but we believe that HUD should be planning now 

to estimate its implications for financial failure in coming years among 

projects that have so far been least likely to need assistance. 

(5.4) Regional Differences: The persistent evidence of subst~ntial 

regional differences in mortgage failure in both conventional single 

family and subsidized multifamily housing suggests that HUD should consider 

ways in which regional differences should be expressed in policy and oper

ations. In part, this is already allowed by the existence of considerable 

Regional Office discretion. However, it is by no means clear that the 
areas of discretion coincide with those factors that vary regionally. This 

subject needs to be analyzed in more depth. 


